VENDING MACHINE MIND MOJO

R

ead the lines below, recite them, chant them to yourself, declare
them to your higher power, and text them to your BFF at the
office. These Vending Machine Mind Mojos are designed to keep

the vending machine from possessing you and forcing you to eat a
candy bar or Fritos or candy coated Fritos.
I ate a healthy and sensible breakfast.
I have consumed 40 ounces of water or similar.
I am not hungry I merely need another 24 ounces of water or similar to get through the 3 p.m.
danger zone.
I am feeling so fly. Like a G-6.
I can breathe in and out.
The gunk in the vending machine has been here since 2010. It’s so last year.
Water is groovy.
Ooh lookie! I have gum!
Ooh lookie! I have carrots that I prepackaged.
o Sidenote: If you find yourself in FRONT of the vending machine brandish the baggie of
carrots as though you were standing in front of vampire with a crucifix as if to ward it
off. Unless it’s a hot vampire. Then you might want to kiss the vampire. Kissing the
vending machine might cause others to think you are ill. But then you’d be able to go
home – ending the temptation. So yeah, brandish the carrots like a crucifix works in any
situation.
I ate a healthy and sensible lunch. If I was going to be stupid today I would have gone ahead and
had the bacon burger but I didn’t! I had a healthy and sensible lunch.
That creepy guy is usually loitering by the vending machine and I do NOT want to deal with it.
I will enjoy dinner SO much more if I am truly hungry.
I am in charge.
Oooh lookie! Ihave loose change! Loose change you are going in a cute little can in the top
drawer of my desk. At the end of the week there will be enough of you to buy some shimmering
limp plumping gloss.
I want better health and to feel more comfortable in my clothes MORE than nuggat or anything
sprayed with orange powder.
Did I mention I’m feeling so fly? Like a G-6.
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